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Abstract

The paper describes an application of the XML technologies in the
development of the BISIS library system. XML can be used in differ-
ent applications in the development of library systems, for example, for
description, storage and exchange of bibliographic data. In the BISIS sys-
tem, XML is used for description of the bibliographic formats, as well as
for description of bibliographic record structure. Besides, XML is used
for description of the queries used for searching and downloading records
from distant repositories. In order to enable circulation processes in a
consortium, XML is used for data exchange related to the library users.
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1 Introduction

Since the appearance of XML (eXtensible Markup Language), there has been a
widespread interest in its application in the development of library information
systems. There are numerous projects on the application of XML technology
in library information systems and the number of libraries that store biblio-
graphic records in XML is increasing. So it is not surprising that the mailing
list on this topic appeared [32]. The subject of more important research on
the application of XML in libraries is creating different types of XML docu-
ments using XML technologies such as Document Type Definition (DTD) and
XMLSchema. Another subject relates to all types of XML transformations by
using XSLT technology. The DTD and XMLSchema are languages for describ-
ing structure and content of XML documents. XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet
Language Transformations) is an XML-based language by which an XML doc-
ument is transformed into the another XML document. The XML applications
have different purposes in libraries, such as, representation of the bibliographic
records, records transfer and validation as well, as transfer of other data used in
the library management systems. The importance of the XML technologies for
the library system functioning is stressed in [11] and the application of the XML
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within the bibliographic standards such as MARC, Z39.50, ISO interlibrary loan
(ILL) and NISO circulation interchange protocol (NCIP) is described.

This paper gives description of the application of XML technology in the
implementation of the BISIS library software system. The system has been
developing at the Novi Sad University since 1993. It has a number of versions
and the actual one is the fourth one. The BISIS system has been implemented
in the Java programming environment. The fourth version of the BISIS system
contains the XML technology elements in all parts of the library system. The
part related to the development of cataloguing editor is described in [7–9, 19].
The development of the editor is based on the XML technologies. The part
of the system related to the use of the library material, that is circulation, is
described in [21,27–29]. In [1,2,20], an editor for query creating under the Z39.50
protocol is described. In [25], a solution for the creation of cataloguing cards in
the form of an independent software package is proposed. A main subject in the
paper [26] is the application of the XML technologies for bibliographic records
conversion into the MARC 21 format.

Within the BISIS project for the needs of Novi Sad University, as well as on
the recommendations of the euroCRIS nonprofit organization, the CRIS (Cur-
rent Research Information System), an information system of the scientific and
research work [13, 22] is developed [10]. In [14] is given the CERIF proposi-
tion [6] of the compatible data model based on the MARC 21 format. In this
data model, a part of the CERIF data model related to the research results is
mapped on the MARC 21 format data model. In the paper [15], an extension
of the CERIF data model for the evaluation of published scientific results of
the researchers is given. The model is verified against the Rule book of eval-
uating and quantitative stating of scientific results of the researchers from the
University of Novi Sad.

UNIMARC and MARC 21 formats are the most known bibliographic for-
mats. In order to develop a bibliographic system based on the XML technolo-
gies, it is necessary to create the XML schemas for description of the formats,
as well as corresponding XML schemas for bibliographic records. Some of these
schemas are described in Section 2.

The XML technology application is present in the development of the soft-
ware systems for downloading of bibliographic records that provide, first of all
the interoperability to the other systems. The interoperability is attained by the
Z39.50 and SRU standards. The XML schemas of the query languages defined
by the Z39.50 standard are described in Section 3.

The NCIP (NISO Circulation Interchange Protocol) or the Z39.83 is the
protocol for exchanging data about users. The syntax and semantics of the
messages exchanged by the applications are defined by this protocol in order
that functions of circulation of library holdings and access control to electronic
resources could be enabled. The protocol syntax is described by the XML
schema and messages are changed into an XML format. The implementation of
the protocol within the BISIS system is presented in Section 4.
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2 XML in bibliographic data processing

Library information systems are based mainly on bibliographic formats of which
the UNIMARC and MARC 21 are the most known. For development of the
systems based on the XML technologies it is necessary to form the XML schemas
for the formats and the XML schemas for bibliographic records within these
formats.

The XML schema that describes both MARC 21 and UNIMARC formats,
as well as the object model arrising on the basis of the schema, is described
in Section 2.1. An instance of the schema is used in the editor for cataloguing
of the BISIS system. Section 2.2 describes the XML schemas for bibliographic
records. Based on the records, an object model of bibliographic record that is
used in the BISIS system is created.

2.1 XML schema of bibliographic formats

Schemas for the UNIMARC and MARC 21 format are developed within the
BookMARC project [3]. A research result in this project that is related to the
UNIMARC format is given in the paper [4], whereas the entire schema of the
UNIMARC format is given in the paper [31]. The subject of the paper [5] is
the creation of an XML schema for the MARC 21 format, whereas the entire
schema of the MARC 21 format that is developed within the same project is
given in [30].

Structures of the UNIMARC and MARC 21 formats are similar. The XML
schema that describes MARC 21 and UNIMARC format is given in [9]. An
occurrence of the scheme is an XML document of the corresponding format
that contains all data referred to the bibliographic UNIMARC and MARC 21
formats. This XML document is used as input information for the cataloguing
editor of the BISIS system. Because of the volume of the paper, only the part
of the schema by which is modeled its root element containing basic concepts
of the format is presented in Figure 1. These basic concepts of the format are:

• leader (MARC21), record label (UNIMARC),

• directory,

• control fields,

• fields,

• code books.

Record label, which is modeled by the leader element, is placed at the begin-
ning of each record and it contains data for record processing. It consists of 24
characters that are designated by 00 through 23. Character position indicates
data that it contains. The directory (directory element) consists of a three-digit
tag for each field, its length and beginning position of a character in relation to
the first data field.
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Figure 1: Root element of the XML schema for UNIMARC and MARC 21
formats

Control field (controlfield element) is defined by its name, description of the
data that is placed in the field and repeatability feature. Control fields within
the UNIMARC format do not exist under that name as it is the case in the
MARC 21 format, but there are the fields that have structure and characteristics
of the control fields, and these fields have the characteristics of mandatoriness.

Fields (datafield element) can be information carriers by themselves or can
contain two indicators and a definite set of subfields at the most. The indicators
additionally define content of a field, and subfields are information carriers in
that case. The fields are described by the field names, descriptions and repeata-
bility characteristics. Within the UNIMARC format, the fields are related to
the characteristics of mandatoriness.

Code book (externalCodeList element) is a code list that is prescribed by
a standard or it is introduced by an institution. It can be related to only one
or more format elements and it consists of a set of codes with concatenated
meanings.

The above concepts are complex as they can contain other format concepts.

An object model of bibliographic format is created on the basis of a given
XML schema. The model is used in the editor for cataloguing of bibliographic
records in the BISIS system. A class diagram of the object model is presented on
Figure 2. Each schema element is presented by a special class on the diagram.
Class names correspond to the names with an F prefix in the XML schema,
designating that it is related to the format. The class attributes that correspond
to the attributes of the XML schema are presented on the class diagram in Figure
2. The class operations consist of the set and get methods for each attribute by
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Figure 2: Class diagram of the bibliographic format object model

which it is possible to update data about the format within the object model.

2.2 XML schema of bibliographic records

One of the projects of introducing XML into libraries is MARC XML developed
in the Library of Congress and described in [17]. The article stated that the
project is launched in order to standardize the exchange of MARC records in
XML format and to give the XML schema of records [18] that was created within
the same project.

Also, the Open Archives Initiative organization proposed [24] a solution for
modeling bibliographic records in the MARC 21 standard and in the XMLSchema
language. The XML Schema supports all concepts of the MARC 21 records and
it is similar to the schema defined within the MARC XML project.

Creation of the XML schema of bibliographic records in the UNIMARC
standard is reduced to updating one of two XML schemas of the MARC 21
bibliographic records by introducing elements that model the existence of sec-
ondary fields. That XML schema of bibliographic record is used in the BISIS
system.

A basic role of object models of the bibliographic records is the representation
of data about record in an application. The data about record can be read into
an object model from the XML documents and also can be stored from the
object model in these XML documents. In order that correct mapping data
of the XML documents could be performed onto the object model, and vice
versa, it is necessary that the object model corresponds to the model of the
XML schema according to which the XML bibliographic records are created.
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Figure 3: Class diagram of a bibliographic record object model within MARC
21 standard

A class diagram of bibliographic record object model within the MARC 21
format is given in Figure 3. The object model is created in accordance with the
bibliographic record schema developed in the scope of the MARC XML project.

A bibliographic record is presented by the Record class. One record contains
exactly one leader that is presented by the Leader class the attribute content of
which represents the content of the record leader, and its length is 24 characters.
The bibliographic record within the MARC 21 standard contains two kinds of
fields, control fields and fields containing subfields. Control fields are modeled
by ControlField class that has two attributes, name attribute that presents field
tag consisted of three digits and content that represents the content of a control
field. Record fields that contain the first and the second indicator, ind1 and
ind2, and a set of subfields presented by the Subfield class that is connected
with DataField class by a composition relation, are represented by DataField
class. A subfield is determined by its designation (name attribute) and content
(content attribute).

The structure of a bibliographic record within the UNIMARC format is
similar to the record structure within the MARC 21 format. A record leader,
control fields and fields that contain subfields appear in both formats. Besides,
there are defined secondary fields in the UNIMARC format and these appear
as the subfield content. The object model of the UNIMARC record can be
obtained on the base of the object model of the MARC 21 record adding another
relation between the DataField and Subfield classes by which a secondary field
is presented. The relation is presented in Figure 4.

3 Application of XML technologies for biblio-
graphic record exchange

The results achieved in the scope of the development of the BISIS library soft-
ware system are presented in this section and especially of the part related to the
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Figure 4: Secondary field

application of the XML (Extensible Markup Language) technologies for exchange
of the bibliographic records in the electronic form. In order that the searches of
different databases accessible via Internet and download of bibliographic records
would be enabled it is necessary to have a communication protocol that is inde-
pendent of the environment (database, platform, programming language). One
of such protocols, that is primarily intended for the communication among li-
brary information systems, is described by the Z39.50 standard [12].

One of the main tasks defined by the standard is database searching. Six
types of queries are defined by the standard:

1. Type-0 can be used if there exists preliminary agreement out of the stan-
dard scope.

2. Type-1 is represented by the reverse Polish notation and it is defined as
obligatory query type in accordance with the standard Z39.50.

3. Type-2 is the query defined in accordance with the standard ISO8777.

4. Type-100 is the query known under the name Common Command Lan-
guage and it is not defined in accordance with the standard Z39.50.

5. Type-101 represents broadening of the Type-1 query. The query is simi-
lar to the query Type-1, but it is not dependent on the Z39.50 protocol
version.

6. Type-102 (Ranked List Query) should be defined in the following versions
of the standard.

In addition to the basic services that a client/server should satisfy, the stan-
dard restricts the implementers of the Z39.50 protocol by having to support the
Type-1 query. However, this does not mean that all operators or all possibilities
for operands have to be supported. The Type-1 query consists of several isolated
terms that are searched for and, for each term, certain attributes are defined.
In the Type-1 query several terms can be related by AND, OR and NOT logical
operators. The terms and operators are expressed in Reverse Polish notation
(postfix records).
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The Z39.50 query languages can be represented by using XML and as a
part of the JAFER [16] project a proposal of the XML schema of the Type-1
query language is given. A proposal of the XML schema of the Type-100 query
language is given in the next section. The representation of a query language
by the XML schema is motivated by the fact that a particular query that a user
enters into the application for searching bibliographic records via the Z39.50
protocol can be represented as an instance of the corresponding schema. Then,
it is possible to validate that query in relation to the corresponding schema and,
additionally, XML documents are much more suitable for further processing
than an arbitrary text.

3.1 Type-100 Z39.50 query

This query is known under the name Common Command Language and is de-
fined in the scope of the ANSI/NISO Z39.58 standard Common Command Lan-
guage for Online Interactive. The primary goal of the query language was to
enable query input from the command line on the basis of which it was named.
The syntax of this type of query is given as follows.

CCL-Find::= CCL-Find Op Elements | Elements
Op::=”and” | ”or” | ”not”
Elements::= ’(’ CCL-Find ’)’ |

Set |
Terms |
Qualifiers Relation Terms |
Qualifiers Relation ’(’ CCL-Find ’)’ |

Qualifiers ’=’ string ’-’ string
Set::= ’set’ = string
Terms::= Terms Prox Term | Term
Term::=Term string | string
Qualifiers::= Qualifiers ’,’ string | string
Relation::= ’=’ | ’≥’ | ’≤’ | ’¡¿’ | ’¿’ | ’¡’
Prox::= ’%’ | ’ !’

Similarly as the Type-1 query, this query can also consist of many elements
related by logic operators. The operators can be AND, OR and NOT. Besides
the operators, in this query type also appears Prox operator, that explains in
more details the relation between two terms that are searched. The sequence of
words that are searched or the distance between one expression to the another
can be defined.

An operand can be an earlier obtained set of results that has its name. It can
also be a sequence of strings, without any prefixes, which is a novelty compared
to the Type-1 query. With the operand of this type, the user of the search
system specifies only expressions by which he/she wants to search, but he/she
does not specify any prefix. The system that implements this type of queries
defines some basic indexes and then this search is done only by the indexes.
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Figure 5: CCL-Find element

The next option for the operand is a qualified name that is connected to a term
or a new query by a particular relation. The qualified name represents some
predefined prefix, for example, author name, title, etc. With this type of query
it is possible to set also a certain range of values as an operand, but only for the
corresponding qualified names, something that was not possible in the query of
Type-1. For example, we can set the query that will retrieve all books for the
period of 1990 up to 2000.

3.2 Query XML schema

In this section we propose an XML schema that models the Type-100 query.
The root element is the CCL-Find element that is shown in Figure 5.

The Operators element represents the logical operators that can be used
in a query. It is of basic type, and its values can be AND, OR or NOT.

The Elements element represents the operands that can be used in a query.
The set element is of basic type and contains information about the name of
the previously obtained result set.

The terms element is of the composite type, and it is shown in Figure 6.
The concrete values of the expressions that are searched are saved in the term
element. The proxy element is of basic type, and it represents the operator
that more closely designates the relation between two terms. This element can
have two values: the value %, which designates that the order of occurrences of
searched expressions is not relevant, and the value !, which designates that the
order of occurrences of searched expressions is specified.

The QRT element is shown in Figure 7. The Qualifiers element represents
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Figure 6: terms element

Figure 7: QRT element

a qualified name that will be used in the search, for example, an AU that
represents an author. The Relation element is of basic type, and its values can
be =, >=, <=, <>, > and <. It designates a corresponding relation between
an expression that is searched and a qualifier.

The QUL element shown in Figure 8 ensures that a query operand can
represent a qualifier whose value can be from a particular range. The lower
limit of the range is defined by the Lowstring element, whereas the upper
limit of the range is defined by the Uperstring element.

It is possible to define in a similar way the XML schemas of other query
languages defined by the Z39.50 standard.

4 XML in the circulation system

NCIP (NISO Circulation Interchange Protocol) or Z39.83 is a protocol for ex-
change of data about users that is standardized by NISO National Information
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Figure 8: QUL element

Standards Organization). The syntax and semantics of the messages are defined
by the NCIP protocol in order that the functions of checking out and discharg-
ing books as well as of controlling access to electronic resources be enabled. The
sets of objects, services, messages and elements in the messages exchanged by
the applications are defined by the protocol.

XML was chosen for encoding messages with the message structure described
by the XML schema. A current version of the NCIP XML schema that defines
the messages can be found on the official site of the NCIP standard [23]. The
NCIP protocol is free of charge and open to public. In addition to that, the site
offers information about the activities and work of the implementation group,
as well as information about the standard implementation itself within different
library systems.

A consortium stands for an association of libraries that mutually cooperate
in some area, which results in the improvement of services that libraries offer
to their users. The circulation within a consortium is a library process in which
the users of a library are enabled to borrow books from other libraries within
the consortium. In order to enable this activity, it is necessary to provide
the exchange of user data on the consortium level. In this process, the NCIP
standard provides the data exchange.

Several application profiles were created for putting protocols into practice
as a support to protocol implementation. By analyzing the existing application
profiles, the User Agency Manages Transaction (DCB-2 ) was found to be the
most suitable application profile for the implementation of the protocols in the
BISIS system. This profile describes the use of the NCIP protocol in the envi-
ronment where the circulation transactions are managed by the library to which
a user belongs. In other words, it is not the policies of the library in which the
user checks out an item but the ones of his/her home library that are applicable
to the patron. With the aim of implementing users’ checking out functionalities
within a consortium:

• publications are checked out at a location where they are located (that is,
are not sent to other locations),

• publications are returned at a same location where they were checked out,
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• there is no financial remuneration for checking out.

By analyzing the profiles, six services were found necessary to be imple-
mented: Lookup User, Lookup Item, Check Out Item, Item Renewed, Renew
Item and Check Item In.

While defining the protocols, different library practices regarding circulation
were taken into account. Therefore, a protocol was defined so that it can be
extendable in regard to the needs of a library or the consortium. It was left
to the discretion of libraries to define lists of values for certain elements that
can be found in these elements. These lists are accessible to the libraries that
participate in the exchange and uniquely determined by the URI address. Also,
a possibility is left to the libraries to add new elements to the objects in relation
to the ones defined by the protocol. It was necessary to define several value lists
for the implementation of the NCIP protocol within the BISIS system. These
lists are defined in relation to the code books that exist in the data model.

The services defined by the NCIP protocol consist of two messages – request
and response – through which data is exchanged. We will use the example of
the Lookup User service to illustrate the implementation mode of the NCIP
protocol within the BISIS system. This service is initiated by the library that
is not user’s parent library and with the goal of obtaining user information.
The request message that is sent by this service is defined by the NCIP XML
element of the LookupUser schema. The XML document that represents the
request message of the Lookup User service is shown in Listing 1 and is created
on the basis of the NCIP element of the XML schema.

In an XML document one can notice a structure and content of the message.
The InitiationHeader element that represents the message header has in this
case two elements – FromAgencyId and ToAgencyId – containing the informa-
tion about the library sending the request and the user to whom it is sent. Both
elements contain the AgencyId element carrying the information about a partic-
ular library. The AgencyId element is of the SchemeValuePair type. This type is
defined with the aim of adapting protocols to the local library practices. The ele-
ments of this type have the Scheme attribute in which the URI address is quoted
of the value list from which the element values are taken. In the case of the Agen-
cyId element, which belongs to this type, as well as of the BISIS system, a value
list of short titles of the libraries that are consortium members and exchange
messages can be found at http://bisis.ns.ac.rs/NCIPschemes/AgencyID.scm. In
the example shown in the listing one can notice that the message is sent by the
library with the ftnns designation and received by the library with the dmins
designation.

After the InitiationHeader element a UserId element follows on the basis of
which the user, whose data is searched out, is identified. The element repre-
sents the sequence of the UserIdentifierType and UserIdentifierValue elements.
In this case AgencyId element determines to which library a user belongs. The
UserIdentifierType element defines which data is used for the user identification.
The element is of the SchemeValuePair type and it has the Scheme attribute
in which the URI address of the value list in which the data usable for the user
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identification is defined. In the given example, it is Patron ID data that rep-
resents the user number. The UserIdentifierValue element presents a concrete
value of data that is defined in the UserIdentifierType and, in this case, the
number of concrete user.

The InitiationHeader element is followed by the UserId element on the basis
of which the user whose data is sought is identified. This element represents
a sequence of the UserIdentifierType and UserIdentifierValue elements. In this
case the AgencyId element determines the library to which a user belongs. The
UserIdentifierType element defines the data used for user identification. This
element is of the SchemeValuePair type and has the Scheme attribute with the
URI address of the value list in which the data usable for user identification
is defined. In the example shown, it is the Patron ID data that represents the
user’s number. The UserIdentifierValue element stands for a particular value of
the data defined in the UserIdentifierType element and, in this case, the number
of a particular user.

Following the UserId element, are listed the UserElementType elements
which define the data about the user that is being sought. The UserElementType
element is also of the SchemeValuePair type and the values of these elements
are taken from the defined value list. The elements of the User object that is
defined by the protocol are found in the value list for this element. Added after
the UserElementType elements in the example shown, the LoanedItemsDesired
element indicates that data about the items checked out by the user is also
requested.

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<ncip:LookupUser xmlns:ncip=”http://www.niso.org/2008/ncip”

xmlns:xsi=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”
xsi:schemaLocation=”http://www.niso.org/2008/ncip
ncip v2 0.xsd ”>

<ncip:InitiationHeader>
<ncip:FromAgencyId>
<ncip:AgencyId
ncip:Scheme=”http://bisis.uns.ac.rs/NCIPschemes/AgencyID.scm”>

ftnns
</ncip:AgencyId>

</ncip:FromAgencyId>
<ncip:ToAgencyId>
<ncip:AgencyId
ncip:Scheme=”http://bisis.uns.ac.rs/NCIPschemes/AgencyID.scm”>

dmins
</ncip:AgencyId>

</ncip:ToAgencyId>
</ncip:InitiationHeader>
<ncip:UserId>
<ncip:AgencyId

ncip:Scheme=”http://bisis.uns.ac.rs/NCIPschemes/AgencyID.scm”>
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dmins
</ncip:AgencyId>
<ncip:UserIdentifierType

ncip:Scheme=”http://bisis.uns.ac.rs/NCIPschemes/UserIdentifierType.scm”>
Patron ID

</ncip:UserIdentifierType>
<ncip:UserIdentifierValue>

00000001369
</ncip:UserIdentifierValue>

</ncip:UserId>
<ncip:UserElementType

ncip:Scheme=”http://bisis.uns.ac.rs/NCIPschemes/UserElementType.scm”>
Name Information

</ncip:UserElementType>
<ncip:UserElementType

ncip:Scheme=”http://bisis.uns.ac.rs/NCIPschemes/UserElementType.scm”>
User Address Information

</ncip:UserElementType>
<ncip:UserElementType

ncip:Scheme=”http://bisis.uns.ac.rs/NCIPschemes/UserElementType.scm”>
User Language

</ncip:UserElementType>
<ncip:UserElementType

ncip:Scheme=”http://bisis.uns.ac.rs/NCIPschemes/UserElementType.scm”>
User Privilege

</ncip:UserElementType>
<ncip:UserElementType

ncip:Scheme=”http://bisis.uns.ac.rs/NCIPschemes/UserElementType.scm”>
Block Or Trap

</ncip:UserElementType>
<ncip:LoanedItemsDesired/>
</ncip:LookupUser>

Listing 1 LookupUser message

As a response to the message within the Lookup User service a message de-
fined by the NCIP XML element of the LookupUserResponse schema is created.
Based on this element, an XML document is created to represent the message
LookupUserResponse. Because of its volume, this message is omitted in the
paper.

5 Conclusion

The use of XML technologies in the BISIS library system development is de-
scribed in this paper. There are numerous projects that apply XML technology
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to library information systems and the number of libraries that store biblio-
graphic records in XML is increasing. The application of XML in libraries has
different purposes, such as, the representation of bibliographic records, trans-
port and validation of records well as transport of other data used in the library
management system.

Library information systems are mainly based on bibliographic formats, the
best known of which are UNIMARC and MARC 21. An XML schema that
describes both MARC 21 and UNIMARC format, as well as the object model
developed on the basis of that schema are described in this paper. An instance
of this schema is used in the editor for cataloguing the BISIS system. Also,
the paper describes the XML schemas for bibliographic records on the basis of
which an object model of the bibliographic record used in the BISIS system is
created.

The BISIS system supports searching and downloading bibliographic records
via the Z39.50 protocol. In this paper, XML is used for the description of user-
defined queries and a proposal of the XML schema for one of the query languages
proposed by the Z39.50 protocol is given.

XML is used for data exchange in the process of circulation within a consor-
tium. The NCIP protocol is intended for exchanging data about library users.
The syntax of the protocol is described by the XML schema and messages are
exchanged in the XML format. The paper gives a short description of the pro-
tocol, as well as an example of a message in accordance with the protocol.

XML is a widely accepted standard for presenting data, and there are nu-
merous software tools for working with XML documents. Therefore, storing
bibliographic format data in XML documents brings many advantages. An
XML document of the bibliographic format can be used by a huge number of
applications regardless of the programming language and the platform it uses.
The system for cataloguing becomes independent of the bibliographic format
since, all the changes affecting only the XML document that is used as the
input information, can be easily adjusted for all the changes in the format.
Moreover, by using XML, the system gains in its interoperability. Namely, the
interoperability with other systems is achieved through the exchange of data in
an XML format.
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